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Testimony on Behalf of The Original Hawaiian Chocolate Factory
(78-6772 Makenawai St, Kailua-Kona, HI 96740. Ph: (808) 322-2626)

For HR270 and HCR326
April 3, 2008

TO: The Honorable Representative Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair
The Honorable Representative Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair and
The Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns

We are Robert and Pamela Cooper. We established and operate Hawaii's first local tree to bar chocolate
manufacturing company on the Kona side of Hawaii Island. We bought a six-acre farm with 1350 cacao trees in
1997 and since we incorporated our chocolate factory in 1999, have invested over $450,000 of our own money (on a
loan for which we are still paying) and ten full-time years of our lives to develop the small-scale technology required
to manufacture cocoa beans into chocolate. We have also given over 65,000 cacao seeds and plants to any farmer
who indicated interest and now purchase the raw product from 15 of our 60 farmers growing cacao. We are presently
purchasing over $450,000 worth of materials to upgrade our facilities to enable us to purchase the additional cacao
that we calculate our new and existing farmers will be producing in the near future.

We presently sell to chefs who proudly use our Hawaiian-grown and Hawaiian-manufactured chocolate as
well as to a large number of local companies who, along with their retailers, have our chocolate and products made
with our chocolate in more than 50 stores State-wide. We pay farmers a stable price, which is many times higher
than the ever-changing international price for cocoa beans and we manufacture a highly prized chocolate. We also
organized the establishment of cacao as one of the commodity groups in the Tropical Fruit Growers' Association in
2003. We provide training in cacao production in well-attended workshops at our farm and elsewhere. We believe
that the recent rapid growth in cacao production, particularly in the Kona area, is largely due to our active support of
cacao farmers - which is why we are very much in favor of anything that can support this industry throughout the
State.

For a decade, now, there has been significant interest in the commercial production of cacao in Hawaii.
While many people have been interested in developing this potentially significant new agricultural industry, to our
knowledge, we are the only people who invested our own money and time to actually develop not only the
production of cacao in Hawaii, but also chocolate production in Hawaii. We strongly support the bill to create a
taskforce to look into this potentially important new agricultural crop and product.

Please support HCR 326 and HR 270. Mahalo for your time.

Chocolate is Aloha!

Pamela and Robert Cooper

78-6772 jYlakenawai Street Kailua-Kana, Hawaii 96740
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March 27, 2008

To:

From:

Subject:

The Honorable Representative Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair
The Honorable Representative Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair
Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns

Melanie Boudar, Sweet Paradise Chocolatier

House Concurrent Resolution 326 and House Resolution 270 - Relating to Cacao

I submit testimony in strong support of House Concurrent Resolution 326 and House Resolution 270 ~

Relating to Cacao.

Hawaii is ideally located to capture and prosper from the opportunities from a growing cacao market. The
State has a propitious opportunity to develop a new industry in the growing, cultivating, processing, and
shipping of Hawaii-grown cacao to the mainland United States and the rest of the world.

In 2003, the Hawaii Tropical Fruit Growers organized a cacao chapter. In 2004, Dole Food Company
rejuvenated its Oahu cacao. Pam and Bob Cooper have been growing, processing and promotoing cacao
under the brand of the Original Hawaiian Chocolate Factory for many years. Although some progress has
been made in promoting Hawaiian grown cacao, the Cacao Task Force would develop a plan to identify
strategies to accelerate the growth of the cacao industry, increase the manufacture and supply of locally
grown cacao, promote its use and products, and identify any potential obstacles to the industry.

As an artisan Chocolatier I make a unique product of finished chocolates sold to local residents and
tourists. My business would benefit gready from an all Hawaiian product. Increased production would
make the product more affordable. Hawaii has a long way to go to compete on an International level. Wok·
is needed for better flavor genetics, methods of fermentation and education to farmers, and the Hawaii
Dept of Agriculture to support processing equipment and make that and training available to farmers like it
does now to tea growers. Green Tea growers benefit from processing and tasting workshops and fantastic

. equipment brought in from China to support their fledgling industry. There are more chocolate lovers than
tea lovers and Hawaii has a unique position as the only US state where cacao can be grown and a value
added marketing name. WE need to support the framers and chocolate pioneers in the state in an industry
that could have a huge economic impact.

Please support HCR 326 and HR 270. Mahalo for your time.
Melanie Boudar
Sweet Paradise Chocolatier
Volcano, HI
(808) 557-5358



~* Food Company Hawaii
-- 1116 Whitmore Avenue Wahiawa, Hawaii 96786

April 4, 2008

Honorable Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair

House Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns- .
Hawai'i State Capitol, Conference Room 325

415 South Beretania Street

Honolulu, HI 96813

RE: HCR 326, BD l/HR 270, HDI - Requesting that the Department of Agriculture
Convene a Task Force to Devise a Plan within One Year to Timely Expedite the
Introduction and Delivery of Hawaiian Cacao to the Marketplace - SUPPORT

House Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns, April 4, 2008,
9:30AM - Conference Room 325

Aloha Chair Yamashita and Members of the Committee:

I am Michael Conway, Manager of Agriculture, ofDole Food Company Hawai'i ("Dole"). Thank

you for the opportunity to offer testimony in support ofHCR 326, HD lIHR 270, HD1, to

establish a Cacao Task Force.

The establishment of a Cacao Task Force would be helpful in identifying problems and

overcoming barriers that keep farmers out ofproduction. These challenges include dissemination

of knowledge required to economically cultivate, process and distribute cacao. Additionally,

regulations need to be established to protect the industry against the introduction of cacao pests

and diseases. There is also a need to establish and to identify quality standards for certification to

assist marketing cacao as a specialty product.

We are pl~ased to note that Dole's Waialua Chocolate, at 20 acres, is the largest commercial

cacao farm in the country producing a world-class chocolate. At the preseIit time, we are unable

to process cacao bean into chocolate due to a lack of critical mass. It is estimated that a

minimum 300 producing acres is required to justify construction of a chocolate manufacturing

facility here in the islands. Waialua Chocolate has received high praise from world-class chefs

like Alan Wong and chocolatiers such as Stanton Ho and Felipe Padovani. The limited quantity

of Waialua Chocolate has made it one of the most sought after local products.



Dole is fortunate to enjoy continuous agricultural operations in Hawai'i for more than 100 years.

At one point in our history, we were one of the largest sugar growers in the state. Today, in

addition to cacao, Dole is one of this state's largest pineapple growers and Waialua Coffee is also

being farmed and processed on our North Shore properties. We also continue to lease much of

our land to diversified agriculture fanners.

We respectfully ask the committee to make a small change in the resolution naming "Dole Food

Company" instead of "Castle & Cooke" to the Cacao Task Force. This makes it consistent with

language in the declaration part of the resolution:

For these reasons we respectfully ask for your committee's favorable support of these

resolutions. As always, we are grateful for the opportunity to share our views with you.

Sincerely,

Michael Conway

Manager of Agriculture, Dole Food Company Hawai'i



LATE TESTIMONY
April 4, 2008

To:

From:

The Honorable Representative Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair
The Honorable Representative Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair
Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns

Ona Marie Belmont

Subject: House Concurrent Resolution 326 and House Resolution 270 -
Relating to Cacao

I submit testimony in strong support of House Concurrent Resolution 326 and
House Resolution 270 - Relating to Cacao.

In 2003, we founded The Hawaiian Fudge Sauce Company. Why? One reason
was most everybody loves chocolate. Even though some people don't believe it's
a viable market, Hawaii is ideally located to capitalize on growing and processing
cacao because even here in Hawaii hundreds of companies use chocolate and it
is a multi billion dollar market world wide.

Hawaii is the only State in the nation that has the perfect climate and soil to grow
Cacao. The State has a timely opportunity to capitalize on the growing Cacao
market. Hawaii is situated to capture and prosper by cultivating, processing, and
shipping Hawaii-grown cacao to companies here, to the mainland, and the rest of
the world.

We currently manufacture two products with all Hawaiian grown Chocolate.
These two products prominently stand out in flavor and quality to everyone who
tries them. Even though .the cost is almost twice that of our similar products, the
only predicament we've encountered is having enough Hawaiian grown cacao.

Although some progress has been made in promoting Hawaiian grown cacao,
the Cacao Task Force would develop a plan to identify strategies to accelerate
the growth of the cacao industry, increase the manufacture and supply of locally
grown cacao, promote its use and products, and identify any potential obstacles
to the industry.

Please support HR 270 and 326. Mahalo.



LATE TESTIMONY

April 4, 2008

Honorable Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair

House Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns

Hawai'i State Capitol, Conference Room 325

415 South Beretania Street

Honolulu, HI 96813

RE: HCR 326, HD l/HR 270, HDI - Requesting that the Department of Agriculture

Convene a Task Force to Devise a Plan within One Year to Timely Expedite the
Introduction and Delivery of Hawaiian Cacao to the Marketplace - SUPPORT

House Committee on Economic Development and Business Concerns, April 4, 2008,

9:30AM - Conference Room 325

Aloha Chair Yamashita and Members of the Committee:

I am Michael Conway, Manager of Agriculture, of Dole Food Company Hawai'i ("Dole"). Thank

you for the opportunity to offer testimony in support ofHCR 326, HD l/HR 270, HDl, to

establish a Cacao Task Force.

The establishment of a Cacao Task Force would be helpful in identifying problems and

overcoming barriers that keep farmers out of production. These challenges include dissemination

of knowledge required to economically cultivate, process and distribute cacao. Additionally,

regulations need to be established to protect the industry against the introduction of cacao pests

and diseases. There is also a need to establish and to identify quality standards for certification to

assist marketing cacao as a specialty product.

We are pleased to note that Dole's Waialua Chocolate, at 20 acres, is the largest commercial

cacao farm in the country producing a world-class chocolate. At the present time, we are unable

to process cacao bean into chocolate due to a lack of critical mass. It is estimated that a

minimum 300 producing acres is required to justify construction of a chocolate manufacturing

facility here in the islands. Waialua Chocolate has received high praise from world-class chefs

like Alan Wong and chocolatiers such as Stanton Ho and Felipe Padovani. The limited quantity

of Waialua Chocolate has made it one of the most sought after local products.



Dole is fortunate to enjoy continuous agricultural operations in Hawai'i for more than 100 years.

At one point in our history, we were one of the largest sugar growers in the state. Today, in

addition to cacao, Dole is one ofthis state's largest pineapple growers and Waialua Coffee is also

being farmed and processed on our North Shore properties. We also continue to lease much of

our land to diversified agriculture farmers.

We respectfully ask the committee to make a small change in the resolution naming "Dole Food

Company" instead of "Castle & Cooke" to the Cacao Task Force. This makes it consistent with

language in the decIaration part of the resolution~

For these reasons we respectfully ask for your committee's favorable support ofthese

resolutions. As always, we are grateful for the opportunity to share our views with you.

Sincerely,

Michael Conway
Manager of Agriculture, Dole Food Company Hawai'i



To:

From:

Subject:

April 4, 2008

The Honorable Representative Kyle T. Yamashita, Chait
The Honorable Representative Glenn Wakai; Vice Chait
Committee on Economic Development & Business Concerns

Corinne W. L. Ching

House Concurrent Resolution 326 and House Resolution 270 - Relating to Cacao

I submit testimony in strong support of House Concurrent Resolution 326 and House
Resolution 270 - Relating to Cacao.

Cacao holds a special place in history. Theobrama cacao, otherwise known as chocolate and
translated into English as the "Food of the Gods", was introduced to the Hawaiian Islands in
1850. Cacao has been used for centuries as a medicine and cacao has high concentrations of
theobromine, a purine alkaloid that has both a calming effect on the brain and an energizing effect
on the nervous system. It has also been found to stimulate the appetite and to reduce fatigue.

Each year, the chocolate industry produces $75 billion worldwide. Hawai'i's environment and
climate position it as the only state in the United States that can commercially grow cacao. Hawaii
is ideally in close proximity to both Asia and mainland US, located t6 capture and prosper from
the opportunities from a growing cacao market. Asia has already developed into a major
chocolate market and Japan has experienced a significant increase in chocolate consumption
during the past decade.

Today, the cacao industry is poised to heighten the state's economy with a broad range of job
opportunities and increased revenue from diversified agriculture, production and processing, in
addition to research and development with the potential to attract federal funds. Cacao possesses
a propitious opportunity to develop a new industry in the growing, cultivating, processing, and
shipping of Hawaii-grown cacao to the mainland United States and the rest of the world.
Additionally, cacao holds the promise of helping the state diversify away from pineapple and sugar
cane, markets that have eroded in recent years.

In 2003, the Hawaii Tropical Fruit Growers organized a cacao chapter. In 2004, Dole Food
Company rejuvenated its Oahu cacao. Although some progress has been made in promoting
Hawaiian grown cacao, the Cacao Task Force would develop a plan to identify strategies to
accelerate the growth of the cacao industry, increase the manufacture and supply of locally grown
cacao, promote its use and products, and identify any potential obstacles to the industry.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in support ofHCR 326 and HR 370.


